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ABSTRACT

The design and evaluation of complex systems can ben-
efit from a software simulation - sometimes called a dig-
ital twin. The simulation can be used to characterize
system performance or to test its performance under
conditions that are difficult to measure (e.g., nighttime
for automotive perception systems). We describe the
image system simulation software tools that we use to
evaluate the performance of image systems for object
(automobile) detection. We describe experiments with
13 different cameras with a variety of optics and pixel
sizes. To measure the impact of camera spatial resolu-
tion, we designed a collection of driving scenes that had
cars at many different distances. We quantified sys-
tem performance by measuring average precision and
we report a trend relating system resolution and object
detection performance. We also quantified the large
performance degradation under nighttime conditions,
compared to daytime, for all cameras and a COCO pre-
trained network.

1. INTRODUCTION

The field of imaging systems is expanding into new ap-
plications. Initially driven by rapid growth in the con-
sumer photography market, the applications are now
encompassing the automotive, robotics, and medical in-
dustries. The diverse range of applications and large
markets will continue to drive innovation in the design
and development of imaging systems.

An image system typically comprises optics, sensors,
as well as task-specific image processing of the sensor
data. We are developing end-to-end simulation software
to speed the design and evaluation of imaging systems.
To carry out a simulation we must define the scene ra-
diance and compute how the scene is transformed by
the imaging system (optics, sensor) to create simulated
camera images. These images are then processed for a
specific goal, for example by submitting the images to
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neural networks trained to detect objects in the cam-
era images or alternatively for processing by an image
systems pipeline for display rendering and viewing.

This paper describes methods that use image systems
simulation to evaluate performance for object detection
in an automotive application. We begin by defining a
collection of scenes that are used to test performance.
We then assess system performance in the object de-
tection task, measuring average precision (similar to
d-prime). In the examples presented here, each scene
in the collection includes an object we aim to detect
(a car) at one of a range of distances. The collections
we create are used to assess system performance under
different scene conditions (day or night), or different
camera properties (optics and sensor resolution). Us-
ing standardized scene collections enables us to make
meaningful comparisons between different imaging sys-
tems and different ambient conditions.

The approach we present expands upon conventional
imaging system performance evaluation; in common
practice, a test target is defined and performance is
measured in the acquired image.1 It is expected that
the system task - in this case object detection perfor-
mance - can be predicted by the quality of the acquired
image. End-to-end image systems simulations enables
us to quantify the expected performance of the imaging
system with respect to the object detection task.

1.1 Related work

Our work touches on three areas that are current topics
in the imaging industry.

First, image systems simulations (digital twins) are
being actively pursued in academia and by commercial
entities. For example, Nvidia,2 Tesla, and Waymo3 all
describe driving simulators that include sensors. The
open-source CARLA simulator4 is widely used to create
useful labeled synthetic data of complex driving scenes
including various types of motion. Simulations of per-
ception and decision systems are used in robotics for
training.5 The identified goals include network train-
ing but also using the simulations as an accelerated,
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safe, and fully controlled virtual testing and verifica-
tion environment.

The system we are developing is designed to simulate
and evaluate the image system components, optics, sen-
sors, and acquisition policies. This emphasis on quan-
titative analysis of these components is complementary
to the emphasis in other simulators, which begin with
8-bit RGB images, often from unspecified devices, with
little attention to the optics and sensor physics.

Second, there is an effort to quantify image quality
of devices used in automotive applications. The IEEE
P2020 committee on automotive image quality1is one
example. There is a growing consensus, supported by
the analysis in this paper and others at the EI 2023
conference,6 that the correlation between the standard
measures of image quality (MTF50) and object detec-
tion performance is imperfect.

Third, the difficulty in achieving high quality simula-
tions and network training for nighttime driving images
has been recognized in the literature.7–9 This is an im-
portant area for simulation, because it is very difficult,
perhaps impossible, to accurately label nighttime driv-
ing scenes. The big impact of the low illumination lev-
els and high dynamic range found in nighttime driving
make it imperative to design new approaches for im-
age systems under night time conditions. This includes
extending the simulations to accurately represent the
nighttime scenes and adding improved simulations of
camera flare, which is important but difficult to model
component of the image system.10,11

2. METHODS

2.1 Image systems simulation

Figure 1 is an overview of the simulation pipeline we
used for evaluating automobile detection. The pipeline
begins by defining a scene (spectral radiance) and ends
with the neural network estimate of the bounding box
of a car. The scene is created by selecting assets (e.g.,
roads, cars, trees, pedestrians) from a database and as-
sembling them into a spatial layout on the road. Each
asset is represented by a mesh with material properties
(e.g., metals, glass, cloth, leaves) are defined by render-
ing software parameters. Lighting is a critical compo-
nent of the scene; the rendering software has multiple
ways to define environmental lighting (sky maps) and
area lights (headlamps, street lights). For this study,
camera and object motion were not simulated.

We then rendered the assembled scene through an
optics model, calculating the expected spectral irradi-
ance at the sensor surface. The rendering software is

a modified version of the open-source Physically Based
Ray Tracing (PBRT version 4).12 The PBRT software
models multi-element lenses, including spherical or bi-
convex designs, including materials with an index of re-
fraction that can vary with wavelength.13 The software
has been containerized (Docker) to simplify sharing.

Using the ISETCam software,14–17 we convert the
sensor spectral irradiance into electrons captured at
each pixel, which are then converted into digital values.
ISETCam simulates multiple sensor properties includ-
ing photon noise, electrical noise, color filter arrays, and
sensor geometry. We chose the parameters of the sen-
sor to match the Sony IMX363, a widely used sensor.
The output at this stage of the simulation is a syn-
thetic camera image whose values closely resembles the
values measured from a real camera, as validated in an
empirical study.18 The digital values of the synthetic
camera images also depend on camera modules that (a)
determine the acquisition parameters, such as exposure
duration and focus, and (b) the image processing tech-
niques, such as demosaicking and color transformations.

Finally, we submitted the digital images to an object
detection network (YOLOv5) which was pre-trained to
identify and locate the images from the Common Ob-
jects in Context (COCO) data set.19 We used the meth-
ods defined by COCO to calculate the average preci-
sion for detecting cars;19 briefly, the average precision
is by comparing the estimated bounding boxes with the
ground truth, using overlap (intersections of unions) for
and range of thresholds 0.5:0.05:0.95.

2.2 Metric scenes

We design scene collections to probe specific aspects of
the system performance. To measure the effective spa-
tial resolution, we created a scene collection of single
cars on a rural road. These were created using a li-
brary of 3D assets that contains 50 high-resolution cars,
20 roads (400 m length, 200 m width), street lights,
trees, and 30 high resolution HDR skymaps. To as-
semble a scene, we randomly select a car, a road and a
skymap from the library. We created 300 scenes (spec-
tral radiance data), each with a single car placed at
one of six different distances from the simulated cam-
era (25m, 50m, 75m, 100m, 150m, and 200m); there
are 50 scenes for each distance. The car assets have
headlights and brake lights, and the scenes have am-
bient illumination and streetlights. We can simulate
the same scene geometry over a broad range of ambient
illumination conditions, from daytime to nighttime.

We process these scenes through the image system
simulation, calculating the bounding box when the car
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Figure 1. The image system simulation pipeline. We define scenes from assets, their spatial layout, and the lighting.
Computer graphics renders these scenes through an optics model into the sensor spectral irradiance. Using a sensor
model, the spectral irradiance is converted into image data that is input to the network for processing. The optics, sensor,
and processing (e.g., demosaicking, color balancing, neural networks) comprise the image system. The parameters are
chosen to match the simulated system.

is detected. We quantify detection performance using
the intersection of union (IoU) for the bounding box of
the car and the estimate from YOLO. Then, we cal-
culate the average precision (AP) of the image system
at each distance using the AP calculation defined by
COCO.19

2.3 Cameras

We are particularly interested in the impact of the
camera on system performance. For this study aimed
at illustrating the method, we modeled cameras with
diffraction-limited optics and Sony IMX363 sensors.
The sensor spectral quantum efficiency, geometry, and
electrical properties are described in a previous publi-
cation.18 In addition to the sensor, we must establish
the acquisition policy, which describes how the camera
module controls focus and exposure duration. We kept
the focus at infinity, and adjusted a single exposure
time in order to produce a sensor image that has peak
voltage that is 90% of the maximum (voltage swing) in
the central region of the image. We limited the expo-
sure duration to a maximum time of 16 ms (60 frames
per second).

In the experiments described below. We vary the f-
number of the optics and the pixel size of the sensor
(see Figure ??A), simulating 13 different imaging sys-
tems. These camera parameters combine to influence
system resolution, and their combined effect is often
characterized by the system modulation transfer func-
tion (MTF). This function describes how the system

reduces image contrast over a range of spatial frequen-
cies. The MTF50 summarizes the whole MTF in a
single number: the spatial frequency (cycles/mm) at
which image contrast is reduced by half (50%).

The MTF50 is of particular interest because it is a
widely used summary of camera resolution that is be-
ing considered as a standard by the IEEE P2020 Com-
mittee.1 We selected pixel size and optics parameters
specifically to create cameras that (a) span a range of
MTF50 values, and (b) achieve the same MTF50 with
different combinations of f-number and pixel size (Fig-
ure ??B). The expectation is that cameras with equal
MTF50 will have equal system spatial resolution.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Quantifying image system performance

For each of the 13 imaging systems, we calculated the
average precision for detecting the cars as a function
of distance to the car (Figure ??). These are plotted
separately for daylight (A) and for nighttime (B) illu-
mination conditions. In all cases, system performance
is relatively high for nearby cars and falls off with dis-
tance, as expected. The rate of performance degra-
dation with increasing distance depends on the pixel
size and f-number of the system, and the illumination
condition (day vs. night) has a very large impact on
performance.
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Figure 2. Examples from the scene collection for assessing spatial resolution. Each column shows three of the 50 scenes
comprising a randomly selected car on a rural road. In some of the images we use an inset to render the car. The scenes
can be rendered under different illumination conditions, day to dusk are illustrated. We did not include streetlights in
this collection.

Figure 3. Camera parameter for 13 different simulated imag-
ing systems. The pixel size and f # for each camera is listed
in the table on the left. The MTF50 value for each camera
is also included in the table, as well as the symbols that are
used to represent each camera. The graph in the right plots
the MTF50 values as a function of pixel size and f/#.

3.2 The System Performance Map (SPM)

We use contour plots, referred to as System Perfor-
mance Maps (SPMs), to visualize the system perfor-
mance. Figure 5 illustrates how to create an SPM. In
this example, we selected four imaging systems with
four different MTF50 values. The average precision
curves for these four systems are on the left. We then
create a matrix in which the average precision is en-
tered as a function of MTF50 (rows) and object dis-
tance (columns). These are represented by the colored
symbols in the image on the right.

We calculated SPMs using the data from all 13 cam-

Figure 4. The average precision of each imaging system is
plotted as a function of distance to the car for daylight
(left, mean illuminance around 10-200 lux) and for night-
time (right, mean illuminance around 0.1-1 lux) illumina-
tion conditions.

eras. Because the performance level is very different
under high and low light conditions, we made two dif-
ferent SPMs (Figure 6). In both cases, the average pre-
cision decreases with object distance, and it increases
with MTF50. The size of these differences are small
compared to the impact of light level.

The acquisition policy and additional network train-
ing are both likely to be important factors in improving
the performance under night driving conditions. We
are now using simulation to understand the impact of
the acquisition policies and training in order to improve
performance under night time conditions.
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Figure 5. Calculating the System Performance Map (SPM). The figure on the left shows the average precision for four
cameras with different pixel size and f/#, resulting in four different MTF50 values (refer to Figure ?? for the values).
The image on the right indicates how we create an image matrix with the average precision as a function of distance for
these four cameras. The specific values are entered into the matrix, and we then use a contour plotting to interpolate the
average precision levels (gray shading). The iso-performance curves are also shown.

3.3 The MTF50 and OD50

To further quantify the relationship between MTF50

and spatial resolution, we measured the distance where
the average precision for object detection is 0.50
(OD50). Figure 7A shows the relationship between each
system’s MTF50 and its OD50. The data are plotted
separately for daytime and nighttime scenes.

The relationship is roughly linear, but the slope of
OD50 is higher under daytime compared to nighttime
conditions. Thus, OD50 increases more rapidly with
MTF50 when there is more ambient light; camera spa-
tial resolution is not as significant a limiting factor un-
der nighttime conditions. Other factors, such as camera
dynamic range or acquisition policies, are more impor-
tant limitations. It might be better, for example, to
increase well capacity and increase pixel size to achieve
better performance under nighttime conditions.

3.4 SPM and scene luminance

To explore the relationship between performance and
scene illumination level more fully, we simulated image
system performance for a large range of scene illumi-
nation levels, a sensor pixel size of 1.4 micron, and an
f/# of 2.4.

Figure 8 shows that at low performance levels (av-
erage precision < 0.6), object detection rises signifi-
cantly with luminance level. But when scene luminance
reaches 10 lux, object detection is not impacted by in-
creasing illuminance. In exploring the non-monotonic

performance a long distances (150m), we found that
the sensor images were badly exposed. Specifically, the
acquisition policy created some images that were satu-
rated and this limited performance for detecting these
cars.

4. DISCUSSION

A complex array of factors determines the ability of
an image system to detect objects. The scene, camera
and neural network can all be performance-limiting fac-
tors. The ability to diagnose the limits on performance
can be greatly improved by trustworthy image systems
simulation. This paper describes and illustrates open-
source tools we are developing to perform such simula-
tions and analyze system performance for a driving ap-
plication.20–22 We draw the reader’s attention to three
main ideas.

First, assessing system performance can benefit from
carefully designed collections of test scenes. This pa-
per measures the performance for a simple collection
of driving scenes (a single car on a rural road) that is
designed to quantify spatial resolution. We then modi-
fied these scenes, systematically varying the scene lumi-
nance and adding headlights to the cars, and compared
performance under nighttime and daytime conditions.
Defining a collection of scenes is analogous to defining a
spatial resolution target, such as the slanted edge used
to define a modulation transfer function in conventional
image quality assessment.
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Figure 6. System Performance Tradeoff Maps (SPMs) calculated by combining all 13 cameras. Average precision is plotted
as a function of MTF50 and object distance for daylight (left) and nighttime (right) driving conditions. The dashed lines
in the left figure points to the object distance where detection falls to an average precision of 0.50 (referred to as the
OD50) for a camera that has an MTF50 of 100 cycles/mm.

Figure 7. The dependence of object detection camera
MTF50. We show the OD50 for each of the thirteen camera
models as a function of that camera’s MTF50 (see camera
parameters in Figure ??). Solid and open symbols plot the
OD50 for daytime and nighttime conditions, respectively.
The outlier (red filled star) arises because the average pre-
cision (Figure 4 for that camera never crosses the 0.50 level
and the extrapolation is very poor. In a bootstrap analysis,
we find that one standard deviation of the OD50 estimate is
on the order of 10 meters. Consequently the day and night
estimates are very different, and there may be differences
even among the daytime simulations with an equal MTF50

(e.g., 75 cycles/mm).

Second, we illustrated how to compare the perfor-
mance of a collection of cameras on the same scenes.
Because the spatial resolution of the scenes is higher
than the resolution of the cameras, we could use the
same set of scenes as we assessed the cameras with
a range of pixel sizes and f-numbers. This explo-

Figure 8. System performance map at different scene lumi-
nance levels. We simulated a camera with 140 MTF50.

ration revealed a trend relating camera spatial resolu-
tion (MTF50) and object detection (Figure 7). We note,
however, that even within this narrow range of cameras,
the object detection scores differed by as much as three
standard deviations when the MTF50 was equal. A
change in the MTF50 (from 75 cyc/mm to 125 cy/mm)
is very significant for consumer photography. The im-
pact on automobile detection, however, is an increase of
about 20 meters (Figure 6), and there are reliable dif-
ferences in the object detection performance between
systems with the same MTF50 (Figure 7). Far larger
effects are caused by variations in the illumination con-
ditions.

Third, the simulations demonstrate the importance
of environmental lighting conditions (day vs. night).
The largest impact on object detection is the scene illu-
minance level and dynamic range; the mean illuminance
of the nighttime driving scenes is very low; the car and
street lights are extremely bright. Other environmental
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factors are very likely to emerge as large effects through
further exploration (rain and fog; smoke; scene com-
plexity; street signs; surface materials; plants). Main-
taining safe performance across variations in these con-
ditions may require adjusting acquisition policies (expo-
sure control and perhaps focus and directional control
of the camera’s field of view). Image systems simula-
tions can be helpful in analyzing and designing such
system features, enabling the co-design of many system
components.
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